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Local News

There is no Local News at this time.

WEAVEonline News

What's New!

Registration for the 2014 Connections Conference, Closing the Loop: More Than a Metaphor is OPEN. This conference (March 3-5) is a partnership between Virginia Tech and Weave. Connections 2014 aims to add meaning to the metaphor, “Closing the Loop”. Too often, the final step of the assessment process gets less attention in the rush to complete one assessment project and move onto another. Sessions will highlight excellent assessment work in a range of higher education contexts – 2- and 4-year institutions; public and private; academic, co-curricular, and
Convene: Join us in Convene™ - our platform for peer communication, sharing best practices, and scholarly discussion and request membership in topic groups such as the Weave Assessment Group! Check out Resources > Weave Assessment for member developed material, information for Weave Assessment Administrators, lists of member institutions, etc. Also see the Resources tab for Convene Materials such as the Convene Quick Start. Please request membership in Convene by emailing support.

Updates: Weave is committed to putting improved features and functionality into your hands as quickly as possible. To accomplish that, we plan our updates on Sundays from 11am-1pm Eastern or weeknights from 10-11pm Eastern. Please be aware of these windows in your own planning.